
Data Integration & Cleansing

Realize the full potential  
of your data
Rebates are complex enough without having 
to work and re-work your data. No one should 
have to become a data expert before they’ve 
even started a project!

Now, you don't have to. 

With Enable’s Data Integration & Cleansing 
solution, we do all the technical work for you, 
so you can maximize your rebate performance 
faster.

Where do you even start? Let our customer 
success team handle the pain of data integration. 
No technical or deep data knowledge is required 
on your side. Your data will be always up to date. 
And if you change formats in future, we can 
handle the new ones, too.

There’s no need to download data 
and rework it. Just give it to us in  
the easiest format for you – we’ll do 
the rest.

Data power without the pain



When you're ready to learn more, reach out to our data experts at hello@enable.com.

How it works
We’ve built an engine that reads files, row by  
row and have combined this with custom  
mapping to transform the rows, any  
way required.

Mappings are created in ten minutes to:

•  Look for specific names of files, rows  
or headings.

•  Perform necessary mappings.
•  Handle data manipulation (e.g. strip out  

$ £ or € signs, change formats, rename  
columns and more).

File formats we can work with
•  In addition to these file formats we can  

handle many more.

What we need from you
•  Send us a file in any of the formats  

listed above.
•  For CSV files the delimiter can be anything  

you want (e.g. tabs | ; or , ).

What else can we do?
•  As long as the required info is contained within 

the source, we can work with it. For example, 
if you require 3 rows out of 300, have weird 
formatting or don’t know where to find the 
information - we can handle all of this. Plus, 
auditing and error logging, so you don’t have to.

What about our trading partners' 
data?
•  Required supplier / customer data can also be 

imported through Collaborator, an online portal 
that allows you to collaborate with your trading 
partners.

•  If they use different data formats, don’t worry, 
we can use Data Integration & Cleansing for 
that format, too.

•  Just tell us your preferred format, we’ll collect, 
transform and handle their data for you.

What about data security?
•  We recommend sending files in an encrypted, 

zipped format (ideally AES-256 encryption). 
Data is sent from an encrypted data format 
to a temp location on secure servers. As it 
is mapped, it’s streamed back to another 
encrypted file on our SFTP servers. As with all 
data entrusted to Enable’s secure systems, it’s 
only accessible to whitelisted IP addresses. We 
are SOC2 compliant and don’t use third parties.

The Technical Details

Excel XML CSV

We can process up to 3 million rows in 12 seconds 
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